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Big changes
Some are calling it the Second Machine Age. Others are talking about the Third or even the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
Yet the labels we give it are less important than the changes to which they refer: the amalgamation of the internet,
sensors and so-called embedded systems is now giving rise to entirely new combinations of brainwork, craftsmanship
and mechanisation at a very rapid pace. With the prospect of continuing convergence between operational technology
(OT) and information technology (IT) in the years and decades to come, it is hardly surprising that the international
IT specialist Sogeti estimates that, between now and 2022, the overall value of the automation market will increase
from just over $ 300 billion to $ 3,880 billion.
Big changes and big figures, which we attempt to quantify in the keynote article in this issue of Capital. Yet we are not
overly preoccupied with these big changes, for we are also aware that many companies are preparing for the next
stage of their development step by step. This is what is happening at Kiwa, as is revealed by the conversation between
our investment manager Johan Terpstra and Kiwa CEO Paul Hesselink. It is also what is happening at companies such
as Dekker Chrysanten and Dieseko, whose chief executives were willing to share their views on the dilemmas faced by
entrepreneurs on a daily basis.
We also solicit the views of two leading academics in this issue. Professor Koen Frenken makes some very interesting
points about innovation (and what we can expect of it). Professor Roberto Flören has held the Baker Tilly Berk Chair
of Family Business and Business Transfer at Nyenrode University since 2002. NPM Capital recently decided to provide
(further) funding for his valuable research on family businesses. It was not a random decision: we believe that our
DNA as a private equity firm is highly compatible with the long-term approach and gradual growth pursued by many
family firms.
Once again we hope this latest issue of Capital will give you an insight into our interests as an investor, the considerations that drive our investment decisions, the principles we believe in and what we see as promising. Welcome to the
world of NPM!
On behalf of the Investment Team,

Jeroen Drost
Managing Director, NPM Capital
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Man
or
machine?
We are on the brink of a second industrial

It seems the answer to the question

revolution, write MIT scientists Erik

‘Man or machine?’ will increasingly be

Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee in

in favour of the latter. An exploration of

their book, The Second Machine Age - Work,

what lies ahead.

Progress, and Prosperity in a Time of Brilliant
Technologies, published last year. Just as
it took several generations before the
impact of the steam engine became
apparent in all sectors of the economy,
computers and robots are only now
beginning to reveal their full potential.

In 1996 the ASCI Red was the fastest
supercomputer in world. It cost 40
million euros, was able to perform
1.8 trillion calculations per second
and was used to simulate nuclear
tests. Less than ten years later another
computer with the same performance
capability was used not for nuclear
tests but for video games. That was
the Sony PlayStation 3, which cost
just 400 euros. And the iPad 2 now in
the stores has even more processing
power and greater functionality than
the ASCI Red.
Moore’s law (see also box article 1)
observes that throughout the history
of technological progress the number
of transistors in an integrated circuit
has doubled every two years. This law
has held true for almost half a century. What it means is that computers

are more and more capable of analysing and combining vast amounts of
data at lightning speeds – an activity
that increasingly resembles ‘intelligence’. In recent years this has led to
huge strides in areas such as machine
learning (the ability of a computer
to automatically refine methods
and improve results with a growing
amount of data), computer vision
(computer analysis and interpretation of images) and simultaneous
localisation and mapping (SLAM),
an algorithm-based method used
by self-propelled vehicles to map
an unknown environment while
keeping track of their location within
it. Less than a decade ago it was
generally thought that the control of
a vehicle could only be left to a computer under very specific conditions.
Yet a few months ago a self-driving
car developed by American automotive parts manufacturer Delphi travelled from San Francisco to New York
with the aid of technologies such as
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Lidar cameras, which measure distances.
Computers are also able to perform
diagnoses without the intervention of
a doctor, as technology company IBM
proved last year. The company ‘trained’
a computer to monitor all relevant
medical publications and analyse
symptoms, test results and patient
records in relation to the information. Not only was the software as
accurate as the doctor, it was
actually better at identifying certain
features of a disease. Even natural
language processing no longer
appears to be beyond the scope of
technology. Computers are increasingly
capable of understanding human
language and can repeat back what
is said to them. They can even generate prose of acceptable quality. The
first automatically written news item
recently appeared in the US. Based on
data published online by government
agencies, the computer generated
report was written by an algorithm
created by the author.

Learning through trial
and error
The exponential growth of computing power in recent years has also led
to major developments in robotics:
an area of technology that many
feel will radically change the fabric
of our society and economy in the
decades to come.
Robots (a collective term for programmable machines) have existed in
their most elementary form for
decades. They are used in tightly controlled production environments to
perform simple repetitive tasks. But
we are about to witness the emergence
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of a new generation of robots that
are capable of doing a great deal
more. According to Pieter Jonker,

Smart machines are
better equipped to
perform certain tasks
than humans
Professor of Vision Based Robotics
at Delft University of Technology,
robots that help out around the
house and perform basic care tasks
will become a reality over the next
20 years. Jonker conducts research
on robots that are capable of learning. Soon these robots will be able to
carry out all kinds of tasks autonomously in complex environments.
Homes, hospitals and care institutions
differ from industrial production
environments in that they are not
systematically ordered. So for robots
to be useful they have to be able to
anticipate changing circumstances.
According to Jonker, it is impossible

to write software for these robots:
the software developer would have
to be omniscient. The only way it can
be done is to create a robot that can
learn through trial and error – just
like a human being.
During a discussion evening in
Amsterdam Jonker recently revealed
how this works. First the software
that instructs a robot how to walk is
removed from the robot. The robot
then makes random movements and is
‘rewarded’ when it takes an efficient
step. Because the robot is programmed
to achieve the highest possible score,
it learns to turn random movements
into specific movements because
these are the movements that gain
the highest scores. At the same time it
keeps trying out other movements in
an attempt to achieve an even higher
score.
Dutch professor Vanessa Evers is also
working on robots that are programmed
to adapt to their environment and,
more importantly, the people in it.
She maintains that a great deal of
human behaviour can be translated
into parameters and algorithms,
which means that it can be learnt by

The right half
of the chessboard
In his book The Age of Spiritual Machines, inventor and futurist Ray Kurzweil describes
how the person who devised the game of chess presented the game to the emperor.
The emperor was so delighted with the game that he invited the inventor to name his
reward. The inventor asked to be paid in grains of rice based on the number of squares
on the chessboard, with the proviso that the grains of rice had to be doubled from one
square to the next. In other words, there would be one grain on the ﬁrst square, two
grains on the second square, four grains on the third square and so on. It is not difﬁcult
to guess how the story turns out. In retelling this old legend, the point Kurzweil wishes
to make is that repeated doubling and other forms of exponential progression are
initially misleading. To begin with, exponential growth appears to be a standard linear
increase, but once it reaches a certain point (once it enters the second half of the chessboard) it quickly exceeds our intuition and expectations. In their book Race Against the
Machine, Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee adopt 1958 as the reference year to
determine where we are on the chessboard. That was the year in which the US Bureau
of Economic Analysis added the concept of ʻinformation technologyʼ to the business
investments category for the ﬁrst time. Based on a constant of doubling every 18
months, 32 doublings take us to 2006. That was the turning point. We are now on the
right half of the chessboard.

a robot. So machines are moving up
the DIKW ladder (data, information,
knowledge, wisdom).

robots. Hamers: “If you combine this
with vastly increased computing power,
you can execute highly sophisticated
algorithms in real time, because that’s

Unprecedented precision
Goof Hamers, CEO of Vanderlande
Industries, a company that specialises
in automated material handling systems, believes that developments in
different areas, which are now
converging, will turn (basically stupid)
robots into intelligent machines
at breakneck speed. Firstly, several
breakthroughs in so-called sensor
technology mean that it is possible to
obtain 3D measurements with unprecedented precision. The resulting
data is interpreted by increasingly
complex algorithms and converted
into actions that can be performed by

The only way is to
create a robot that can
learn through trial and
error – just like a
human being
really what it’s all about. In our case,
for example, we want robots that can
decide in a fraction of a second how
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About
Vanderlande Industries
Vanderlande is the global market leader in automated baggage
handling and post and parcel sorting systems. The company is
also a leading supplier of automated warehousing solutions. At
airports around the world Vanderlande systems process 8.8 million
items of luggage per day (3.2 billion items per year). Vanderlande
systems also sort more than 20 million parcels per day (300 per
second) at facilities that include the worldʼs four largest post and
parcel sorting centres. When it comes to warehouse automation,
12 of Europeʼs top 20 e-commerce companies and many distribution
ﬁrms rely on Vanderlandeʼs reliable and efﬁcient solutions.
Vanderlande excels at developing and delivering fast, reliable
and efﬁcient automation technology and integrated solutions
(innovative systems, intelligent software and life-cycle services).
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to pick up a particular suitcase irrespective of the shape, size or position of
the suitcase.”
To pick something up a robot also has
to have dexterous grippers or ‘hands’.
The software that directs and controls
the robot’s movements is very important. This is another area of technology
that has made significant advances in
recent years. Vanderlande’s decision to
acquire Ferdar Automation Technology in
Almere last year was motivated partly
by its desire to bring more experience,
expert knowledge and technical competence in this area into the business.
Little wonder that many industrial
companies are coming to regard
robotics as a key component of their
proposition. Hamers is quite explicit
about it: smart machines are better
equipped to perform certain tasks
than humans, especially if a task
involves repetitive movements, such
as loading baggage into containers

with consistent performance, precision and speed means that robots will
come to play an increasingly important role in the production process.
And this is a trend that will inevitably
continue.”

Opportunity or threat?

in the aviation industry. The baggage
loaders have to lift heavy items under
conditions that are far from ideal
from a health and safety point of

How all of this will affect our future
labour market is currently a subject of
lively debate. Brynjolfsson and McAfee
devote much of their book to a discussion of whether developments in
automation, artificial intelligence and
robotics will destroy jobs. After all,
as computers become increasingly
powerful and robots become increasingly dexterous, sooner or later there
will be less demand for human
employees in certain contexts.
The fact that this is not a purely
theoretical question is confirmed by
research conducted by MIT Professor
of Economics, David Autor. His article
Polanyi’s Paradox and the Shape of Employment

If machines will outperform humans in
terms of physical strength and dexterity,
cognitive abilities and emotional intelligence,
what does that leave for us to do?
view. The stacking of mixed pallets
in warehouses is another example.
Hamers: “We have made a great deal
of progress in developing so-called
‘cubing algorithms’, which can
calculate the best stacking pattern,
despite the fact that packaging shapes
and store layouts are constantly changing. This kind of flexibility combined

Growth includes a graph which shows
that, since 1993, the relative share
of employment in the middle tier
of the American labour market has
been under considerable pressure
as a result of computerisation. This
applies in particular to those who are
only able to offer ‘ordinary’ (routine
and semi-routine) skills. Surprisingly,

the level of education makes no difference in this respect: Brynjolfsson
and McAfee see no reason why tasks
performed by waiting staff and nurses,
certain aspects of scientific

I might soon have one
robot that can mow the
lawn and another than
can do the vacuum
cleaning, but I will still
make the pasta sauce
research and routine procedures performed in many other professions
cannot be automated. In fact they
predict that the next generation of
intelligent devices will take over (most
of the) work done by operators in the
petrochemical industry, engineers,
financial analysts, accountants
and auditors.
The optimists among us see this
inevitable scenario as primarily
promising: rapid development of
digital equipment will create unprecedented affluence. Freed from work,
people will be able to fulfil their
human potential. But not everyone sees
it that way. If machines will eventually
be able to outperform humans in
terms of physical strength and dexterity, cognitive abilities and emotional
intelligence, what does that leave
for us to do? Aren’t we, as humans,
making ourselves redundant, as
American technosociologist Zeynep
Tufekci puts it?
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Google: "the company that is everywhere,
and does everything"
Non-industrial companies are also showing an interest in the ﬁeld of robotics. Last year Google acquired no less than

Mens
machine?
eightof
robotics
companies, including the Japanese company Schaft, which won the 2013 DARPA Robotics Challenge,
the groundbreaking Boston Dynamics and DeepMind Technologies, an artiﬁcial intelligence company that has set itself
the challenge of developing an intelligent robot brain. A series of acquisitions that make American tech journalist Adam
Clark Estes, who writes for Gizmodo.com, sigh at the predictability of it: "Because after all, robots are just another step
in Google becoming the company that is everywhere, and does everything."

Hamers doesn’t think so. “It is important to realise that the labour market
of the past cannot serve as a model
for the developments of tomorrow.
I believe robotisation will generate
new business, some of which will be
in new sectors that we simply cannot
foresee at this point. I certainly
don’t think we will all be lounging
around at home on the sofa. Only
10% of the jobs that people do today
were being done a century ago.”
The robotics trend is already proving profitable for Vanderlande. A
growing number of clients looking

for handling systems with a higher
degree of automation and greater
flexibility are turning to the frontrunner in this area of technology. The
Veghel-based company reported a
25% increase in revenues in the last
financial year and took on more staff
at all levels.
Hamers: “There will always be a
difference between tasks that can be
measured with sensor technology and
converted into a set of instructions
with software, and activities that are
so complex and sophisticated that they
need to be done by humans. Waiting

on a table in a restaurant is a typical
example. A waiter has to be able to see
at a glance whether glasses need to be
topped up with water or wine, and, if
so, which wine, and whether there is
enough cutlery for the next course, and
whether something has been spilled
on one of the serviettes, and so on.
A machine will never be capable of
doing all this. In other words, I think
at home I might soon have one robot
that can mow the lawn and another
than can do the vacuum cleaning, but
I will still make the pasta sauce.”

Further reading
Aronson, Louise, The Future of Robot Caregivers, The New
York Times, 2014
Autor, David, Polanyiʼs Paradox and the Shape of Employment Growth, MIT, NBER & JPAL, 2014
Brynjolfsson, Erik & McAfee, Andrew, Race Against the
Machine: How the Digital Revolution is Accelerating Innovation,
Driving Productivity, and Irreversibly Transforming Employment and the Economy, Digital Frontier Press, 2013
Brynjolfsson, Erik & McAfee, Andrew, Jobs, Productivity and
the Great Decoupling, The New York Times, 2012
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Tufekci, Zeynep, Failing the Third Machine Age: When Robots
Come for Grandma, Medium, July 22, 2014

Opinion

Embrace the robot
‘Robot vacuum cleaner tries to
devour its owner’s head.’ This was
the headline above an article in the
Kyunghyang Shinmun newspaper published
in South Korea. A woman was sleeping
on a thin mattress on the ﬂoor. Her
automatic robot vacuum cleaner decided
it was time to do a spot of cleaning.
Detecting hair on the ﬂoor, it proceeded
to make short work of its owner’s
hairdo. The ﬁre brigade had to be
called in to free the woman from
the aggressive appliance.

Of course this does mean that we in the Netherlands need to
do some forward planning for this new reality. Dutch companies must have the courage to invest in robotised factories.
The smart technology used at the Philips Consumer Lifestyle facility in Drachten is an excellent example. In a recent
interview with the Financieele Dagblad newspaper, the manager
described the 150 robots that manufacture shavers at the
plant as “smarter, more efficient and more cost-effective.”
In the Achterhoek region steel entrepreneur Carel van Sorgen

Mathijs Bouman
Economist and
journalist

has invested in fully robotised laser-cutting facilities. Customers specify their requirements online and the fully automatic robots at his company, 247TailorSteel, cut sheet steel
to order around the clock. There are no longer any people

The story was taken up avidly by the international media.

involved. In the province of Flevoland companies that build

And little wonder. The idea of a robot attacking its owner

robots are making a fortune. The robotic milking systems

dovetails nicely with our semi-conscious fears. Robots are a

produced by Lely Industries have caused a revolution in

threat. They will start by taking our jobs and end up taking

farming worldwide.

over the planet. Hollywood has been capitalising on this
existential dread for decades.

Yet despite these impressive examples, Dutch industry is by
no means among the front runners. According to figures

It is also a game that politicians like to play. Last year Dutch

published by the International Federation of Robotics, there are 93

Labour minister Lodewijk Asscher warned that robots pose

robots per 10,000 workers in the Dutch industrial sector. In

a threat to employment. ‘Technological unemployment’ lies

Germany and South Korea – countries with a large automo-

in wait.

tive industry where robot technology has been most widely
adopted – there are 282 and 437 respectively. But even in

Yet this fearmongering is pointless. Whether we see robots

Denmark for example there are almost twice as many robots

as friend or foe, one thing is certain: they are on the way.

per 10,000 workers as there are in the Netherlands.

Over the next few years computers will learn to walk, grow
hands and launch out into the world. There is nothing we

In other words, we have our work cut out for us! The econ-

can do about it. Technological advancement is an unstop-

omy is picking up and at last we are seeing a surge in invest-

pable force.

ments. Dutch industry is now in a position to catch up. This
is a matter of great urgency, but there are also great oppor-

And this is a good thing. The Netherlands stands to gain

tunities, especially for a country such as the Netherlands

from this new industrial revolution. Much of the manu-

where there are high wages, high levels of education and

facturing industry has moved to low-wage countries in

a (still relatively small) specialised manufacturing industry.

recent decades. Robots will mean that (some of) it can
return to high-wage countries with high levels of educa-

The robot is our friend, not our enemy. What if that friend

tion to match. Robots are more likely to threaten jobs in

accidently devours our hair every now and again? Fortunately

China than in the Netherlands.

it’s not something I need to worry about...

Yet this fearmongering is pointless. Whether we see robots as friend or foe,
one thing is certain: they are on the way.
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SUSTAINABLE
VALUE
During his career as a banker he sat at
meeting tables with countless private
equity investors and was CEO of a
merchant bank with its own private
equity fund. Yet this did not afford
him the opportunity to pick his own
investments and bear the associated
risks. This is what Jeroen Drost plans to
do now as the new Managing Director
of NPM Capital. “I am a real believer in
the Rhineland model.”
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He points to Bain & Company’s Global
Private Equity Report 2014, which lies
open on the wooden table in his office,
and says “According to Bain, there is
approximately $20 billion in private
equity capital available for investment
worldwide. Combine that with the fact that
just 3% of companies in the Netherlands
and Belgium, which generate turnover of
between $1 and $50 billion, are backed

NPM has a
66-year proven
track record
by private equity investors, and it is
clear that, on paper at least, there is still
tremendous potential for private equity
in the years to come.”
Jeroen Drost is confident that this theoretical potential will ultimately translate
into real market opportunities. “I anticipate that more and more companies will
choose to bring in external shareholders,
certainly in the sectors in which we operate. 3% is very low: 6% of companies
in the UK and almost 20% of companies
in the US are backed by private equity
investors. Many companies, mostly family
businesses founded during the post-war
reconstruction period or shortly thereafter,
now face the question of how to pursue
responsible growth that will enable them
to progress to the next stage in their
development. Flotation is too big a step
for many of these companies, in which
case a private equity firm can play a very
important role.”
This may be so, but the fact that worldwide there is a huge amount of capital
looking for suitable investment opportunities also makes these businesses very
expensive – certainly at the moment.
Drost: “That’s true. There are plenty of
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opportunities, but there is also a great
deal of competition. This means that it
is not enough to simply inject capital. As
an investor you have to demonstrate your
focus on adding value while the company
is in your portfolio. You can do this by
contributing expertise in areas that are
indispensable in enabling growth to
maturity, such as good governance, a well
thought-out buy-and-build strategy and
smart financial engineering.”

Long-term investment
When asked why he chose to join NPM
Capital Drost says: “During the course of
my career I have sat at meeting tables with
many private equity investors. I have also
served as CEO of a merchant bank with its
own private equity fund.Yet there comes
a point when you want to pick your own
investments and bear the associated risks.
NPM Capital places a real emphasis on
active participation as an investor, so for
me it was the obvious choice. Private
equity firms vary considerably in their
commitment to the companies they invest
in. NPM has always differed from other
companies in this respect. We stand out

NPM places a real
emphasis on active
participation as
an investor
from the competition through our ability
to invest on a long-term basis and to be
more flexible in terms of structuring.
This gives us more time to develop our
plans together with the business and its
owners. Many other investors will claim
to offer the same thing, but, in our case,
we attach absolutely no time constraints
to the achievement of certain goals. And
we have a proven track record of 66 years
in this respect.”

Jeroen Drost
Curriculum
1961
Born in Breda
1973 - 1979
Mencia de Mendoza
Gymnasium, Breda
1979 - 1986
Economics and Dutch Law,
Erasmus University Rotterdam
1986 - 2006
ABN AMRO –
Various positions
Extensive experience in
investment banking
2006 - 2008
CEO ABN AMRO, Asia
head of 17 countries
2008 - 2014
CEO NIBC Bank
2015 - present
Managing Director, NPM Capital
Jeroen Drost is married and has
two children. He plays golf and
likes reading.

Drost maintains that NPM’s commitment is also evident in the consistent
adoption of a stakeholder model in the
management of its portfolio companies,
which usually involves serving on the
supervisory board. “I am a real believer
in the Rhineland model, which considers
not only the interests of the shareholders,
but also the interests of the company, the
workforce and society,” says Drost. “I sincerely believe that this is how you create
the most sustainable value in a company.
Enterprise needs to be anchored in society.
If not, sooner or later the company finds
itself marginalised and ends up going out
of business. This applies in every sector
of industry.”

Viability
The way Drost sees it, it is relatively easy
to concentrate on creating financial value
(for shareholders). “When I was coming
up through the ranks companies were
purely concerned with selling as many
products as possible. Resource scarcity,
exhaustion of resources, ecological damage
and social injustice were not regarded as
serious boardroom issues. This is changing: sustainability is increasingly being
economically relabelled as ‘viability’: how
do I do business without destroying value,
but by adding value? Far greater social
transparency is also an important factor in
this respect. If you fell tropical rainforest
today, your company’s reputation is fair
target in the social media tomorrow. This
forces companies to think more carefully
about their position within the industry.”
These considerations will inevitably play
an important role in the selection of
future portfolio companies. “We apply
three filters. One: health, or ‘wellbeing’
to be more precise, which ties in with
trends such as population ageing and
changes in healthcare. Two: resource
scarcity, because this will be one of the
main economic issues in the decades to
come. And three: new technologies, since
this is an area where all lights are green.

Three determining trends
that aﬀect the selection of future investments
wellbeing

(healthy and comfortable ageing)

scarcity of resources

(‘circular business models’, new materials)

disruptive technologies

(digitalisation, robotics, 3D-printing)

Of course we have occasionally engaged
in other activities in the past, but from
now on we intend to focus more specifically on companies that offer solutions
in these three areas.”

also inject a measure of rationality into a
decision-making culture that tends to be
far more emotional than in listed companies. If this is the case, it is possible to
add considerable value by establishing a
good governance structure.”

NPM’s DNA
perfectly matches
the way family
enterprises do
business
If it is up to Drost, more of these companies will be traditional family businesses.
“We have an excellent track record as an
investor in family enterprises. Van Oord,
Seafox, which was originally owned by
the Cordia family, and Kramp, which is
one of our current portfolio companies,
are all good examples,” says Drost. “But I
think we could do more to highlight how
we are able to add value in facilitating
the sound growth of family enterprises.
Thinking in terms of generations rather
than quarterly results is embedded in
the DNA of NPM Capital. This is closely
aligned with the way family enterprises
do business. At the same time we can
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Test, test and
test again
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Hundreds of thousands of blind, visually impaired and dyslexic people
throughout the world use electronic vision aids that make it possible for
them to read, send and receive email and use the internet. The
development of these products is guided by the needs and requirements
of the end user, says Machiel Belderbos, product development manager
at Optelec. But a short time-to-market is critical to success in this fiercely
competitive market. “We turn our ideas into physical prototypes very
early on, purely to see if what we have in mind will actually work.”

The Optelec ‘lab’ is housed in an inconspicuous ofﬁce building

parties are far better at this than we are. But we have to be

on an industrial estate in Barendrecht. Scarcely 40 m2, the lab

able to engage in sparring sessions with all of these parties

is partly partitioned off by ofﬁce cupboards. There are work-

as peers.”

benches with machining and woodworking tools, soldering and
measuring equipment and a 3D printer. “We’ve been using this

The idea for a new product is sometimes sparked by techno-

machine for a long time. It now plays an essential role in our

logical developments. The members of the team monitor the

work process. Once you have something tangible, it always

latest developments in areas such as camera and screen tech-

sparks other insights,” says Machiel Belderbos as he shows us

nology, because these sometimes create new possibilities for

round the lab where the initial prototypes of Optelec’s assistive

users. Yet, more often, the needs and requirements of the end

solutions are developed.
Belderbos manages a team of ten specialists who, between
them, cover industrial design, software, electrical, Quality
Assurance and manufacturing engineering. “We have all the
disciplines needed to complete the entire product development

Optelec excels at the early stages
of the development process

process within the company,” says Belderbos. “That way we
are able to maintain full control of the process, even if we

user tend to be the starting point. “We regularly conduct ﬁeld

outsource the bulk of the work.” Optelec excels at the early

studies to observe how people use our products in practice.

stages of the development process – identifying the idea,

In other words, rather than conducting these studies in a room

elaborating the concept and developing the right interface for

here in the department, we monitor use in people’s homes. And

the users of its products. “After that all kinds of parts need to

we always adopt a cross-border multidisciplinary approach that

be designed and electronics have to be developed. External

involves R&D specialists, marketers and sales professionals.”
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Less stigmatising

turned out that we couldn’t have been

as eye specialists, optometrists and

“The added value of a vision aid is largely

more wrong. Users were especially

insurers,” says Belderbos. “We also try

determined by the context in which it is

enthusiastic about the touchscreen – not

to involve these parties in our product

used,” says Belderbos. “We are a team

because it had ergonomic or any other

development process where we can,

of non-visually impaired people attempt-

practical advantages, but because of

by requesting feedback from specialists

ing to develop products for a target

its ‘sex appeal’. It made elderly users

we trust for example. It is vitally impor-

group of visually impaired people who

feel that they were moving with the

tant to keep conducting tests in order

are often more elderly. We are well

times and it was something they could

to ensure that we are making the right

aware that there is an inevitable gap

show their grandchildren. In fact, we

choices as we develop our ideas and

between our experience of life and theirs.

have often noticed that it is a miscon-

concepts from the initial sketches to

Despite all our market research and

ception to assume that blind and visual-

the point where we make the ‘go’ or

experience, we sometimes come up with

ly impaired people don’t attach any

‘no-go’ decision.”

ideas that we think will work, but user

importance to the look of a product.

experience indicates otherwise.”

On the contrary, they consider it to be

Trends in China

To illustrate his point, Belderbos

extremely important, because ‘cool-

The problem with all of this is that

mentions the Clearview Speech, a

looking’ products are less stigmatising.”

Optelec operates in a ﬁercely com-

high-deﬁnition magniﬁer with a 24”
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petitive global market, which means

touchscreen. “We were convinced that

“Repeated testing throughout the

that everything has to be done at top

a touchscreen would add little value for

development process is the only way

speed. “We turn our ideas into physi-

elderly people with low vision and that

to create a product that is considered

cal prototypes very early on, purely to

the device would need to be equipped

to be ‘spot on’, not only by the target

see if what we have in mind will actual-

with large physical buttons,” explains

group of end users, but also by other

ly work,” says Belderbos. “It’s a com-

Belderbos. “But when we tested it, it

players in the vision aid market, such

plex process. We have worked with a

Game changer in the visual
aids market
Optelec is the world’s largest developer and manufacturer
of optical and digital aids for blind and visually impaired
people. The enterprise enables people with visual limits to
operate as independently as possible at home, at school
and at work. Optelec is strongly innovation-driven.
Management Team named the enterprise in 2014
one of the Top 50 Dutch game changers, with very
innovative products like the ClearReader+ and the
ClearViewSpeech. NPM Capital has held a majority
interest in Optelec since 1992.

design agency to get the design right.

so far been unable to access. It is crucial

companies in our industry, especially

We also need to develop the electron-

that we ﬁnd components of the right

companies in the US in recent years,

ics and other technical components

quality, so this is something we try to

pursue a very aggressive patent strategy.

with other partners and at the same

stay on top of.”

So we have been forced to ensure that

The agencies Optelec works with are

protected. We now safeguard our intellec-

time we also have to get the green

our products and key USPs are better
selected on the basis of their quality

tual property at a very early stage as

and geographical location. Belderbos:

soon as we have a sufﬁciently unique

the only way to create

“Some of these parties play a critical role

concept with demonstrable strategic

in the process. We are reluctant to bind

and/or commercial value. Of course this

a product that is

ourselves to one party, but we also have

only applies for so long. After three to

to be able to manage the network. At

ﬁve years the next generation of products

‘spot on’

the moment we are working with design

push their predecessors out of the market.

agencies in the Netherlands and ﬁrmware

So we have to stay ahead of the game.”

Repeated testing is

engineers in Germany and France. This
light from the main OEMs in Taiwan

enables swift consultation and also makes

and China that the design can actually

it possible to meet in person if necessary.”

be produced. We recently appointed
a Chinese electrical engineer to gain

When asked how Optelec protects the

a better understanding of the trends in

intelligence in its products Belderbos

China in terms of availability of com-

says: “Personally I prefer to invest in

ponents and production capacity and

product development rather than IP

also to gain access to parties we have

protection. But unfortunately some
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Investor's journey

The expansion
of offshore
world player
Seafox
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“It requires
vision and
courage”

Seafox was founded in 1991 by port entrepreneur
Willem Cordia. After he passed away, his son Keesjan
built the enterprise into the leading supplier of
professional crewed offshore service support units in
Europe. Recently acquired by Millennium Offshore
Services, Seafox is now the name of a global company
that also operates in the Middle East, Africa and East
Asia. Keesjan Cordia talks about having the courage
to base business decisions on a vision of the future
direction of the market.
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Investor's journey

“My father began Seafox with his partner Dirk van der Lely back
in 1991, when the offshore market was in a downturn like the
current one. Oil prices had dropped sharply and oil and gas
companies were faced with declining demand. The two men
were able to acquire two offshore service support units for relatively little money and went on to use them for many years.

With two cash cows we had the
means to finance the expansion
of our fleet
One of these ‘jack-up rigs’, as they are known in the trade, was
leased without crew in the Gulf of Mexico on a long-term basis.
The other was leased, with crew, in the North Sea on an operational
basis. The latter rig delivered a very healthy margin and was the
cash cow of the company.”
So this was the legacy you inherited when you took over as
CEO in 2006?
“That’s right! We had two offshore service support units and
there was a great deal of expertise onboard the rig in the North
Sea. Realising that it was possible to do more with these units
in a market that had huge potential at that time, we brought
the bare rig back from the Gulf of Mexico, converted it and
also leased it in the North Sea on a long-term operational basis.

Then, with two cash cows, we had the means to finance the
expansion of our fleet. In a matter of years we went from two to
seven offshore units, two of which we sold to an oil company.
Rigs keep getting bigger and more technologically advanced.
The last rig we have built, the Seafox 5, is able to operate
in water depths of up to 75 metres. It is self-propelling and
self-positioning and its large crane capacity means that it can be
used not only for oil and gas projects but also when installing
wind turbines.
The Seafox 5 cost € 250 million. It was a speculative investment
based on our view of the future direction of the market. We had
no contracts. The Keppel FELS shipyard in Singapore was keen to
build an innovative rig and agreed to a flexible financing arrangement in order to make it possible. This speculative investment
really put us on the map in the offshore service sector. Seafox 5
was contracted from day one.”
How did Seafox finance such major investments?
“In 2009 we started looking to increase our capital base. We
discussed financing with several private equity firms in the UK,
but the talks reached an impasse because they were essentially
chasing an exit strategy. Furthermore, their proposition of a
medium-term investment did not suit our longer term needs.
With NPM Capital it was a different story. We were negotiating
with family capital rooted in a tradition of enterprise and they
were prepared to invest for an indefinite period.
Besides, to begin with we weren’t talking about new capital.

Seafox 5 was a speculative investment based on a vision of the market's future direction
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Growth accelerator
2009

1991
Seafox is founded by
Willem Cordia and Dirk van
der Lely as a company that
leases and operates service
support units for the
offshore industry

NPM Capital acquires a 35%
interest as the first outside
shareholder and supports a
rapid expansion of the company and its fleet of rigs in
close and productive collaboration with the ownerdirectors

NPM acquired a 35% interest from the existing shareholders.
Then, when additional capital was needed to finance specific
investments, the existing shareholders contributed to the capital
increase in proportion to their respective interests. This gave us
access to flexible financing.
NPM Capital is a professional shareholder. Dirk van der Lely and
I have always found it relatively easy to make rapid decisions,
but we tended to neglect financial reporting and accountability.
NPM ensured that we adopted a more systematic approach and
thought more carefully before we made a final decision. I never
had the feeling that this prevented us from acting swiftly when
necessary, but it did mean that our decisions were more well
thought out.”

NPM is rooted in a tradition of
enterprise and was prepared to
invest for an indefinite period

Why did you decide to sell?
“Our niche market is witnessing rapid concentration and scaling up of operations. Millennium Offshore Services is owned
by a consortium of wealthy Middle Eastern investors with a
long-term vision who are keen to pursue consolidation in this
niche market and have the capital to do it quickly. That is what
the company needs. I am delighted that Millennium decided to
adopt our name for the whole group. It’s a token of appreciation

2014
At the end of the year the
three shareholders sell
their shares to Millennium
Offshore Services. Operating
under the name Seafox, the
resulting group is a global
player in the leasing and
operation of offshore service
support units

of the potential of Seafox. There are family businesses, such as
the dredging contractor Van Oord and the Damen shipyards
group, that weather good times and bad and never sell. We differ
in this respect. We invest our capital as long as we can offer the
company what it needs and the company continues to deliver
the return we expect. But if there is mismatch between the
ambitions of the company and its shareholders due to changes
in the market or macroeconomic conditions, we have to draw
conclusions. At that point it’s time for another shareholder to
take over.”
What are you going to do now?
“I am currently considering new active investments in the oil
and gas sector. Again the industry is in a downturn like the one
in 1991. This offers opportunities if you have an overall vision
of how long the downturn will last. Of course you also have to
have micro-vision to determine which companies are of interest
and might be seeking active investors. And, most importantly,
you must have the courage to act on your vision.
Again I want to do this with business partners: enterprising
people who know the sector and are prepared to invest on the
strength of their vision. Once I have a good case, I will be in
touch with NPM Capital. They are clear about their interests and
I know from experience that I can do business with them.”
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All in the family

Conferring on concrete
With greenhouses covering an area of almost 430,000 m², Dekker Chrysanten is one of the
largest chrysanthemum propagators in the world. The family company owns production
facilities in the Netherlands, Tanzania and Bolivia and supplies the domestic market in the
Netherlands and several foreign markets. In recent years majority shareholder Cees Dekker and
Hans Durieux, who form the two-man board of directors, have built the business into one of the
most modern and technologically advanced enterprises in the sector. “I think family businesses
are prepared to take relatively greater risks than listed companies.”
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Based in Hensbroek in the province of
North Holland, Dekker Chrysanten
is a family-owned business with roots
in agriculture and horticulture. In the
early 1960s the company decided to
concentrate entirely on cut flowers and,
in just a few decades, evolved from a
small-scale grower to a leading breeder
and propagator.
Propagation is a complex process. The
labour-intensive work of taking cuttings

from parent plants by hand is done at
the Dekker nurseries in Tanzania and
Bolivia. Three times a week several million unrooted cuttings are air freighted
to the Netherlands where the production process is fully automated. Held
in specially developed plastic strips, the
extremely fragile cuttings are transported by monorail from large cold storage
units to ten or so sticking machines,
where they are automatically inserted
into potting blocks. Once the cuttings

have developed roots in ideal conditions
they are delivered to chrysanthemum
growers all over the world and grown
for sale as cut flowers.
Dekker also specialises in developing
new chrysanthemum varieties and has
become a leading player in this sector
of the industry. Following the successful
launch of the first commercial Dekker
variety (the ‘Vesuvio’) in 1993, the company began to concentrate on producing
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its own varieties and developed a system
for launching these new varieties on
the market on a regular basis. In 2005
the company created a sensation in the
plant breeding world with the launch
of the ‘Madiba’, a totally new type of
chrysanthemum with unique properties:
the highly decorative flowers are easy to
cultivate and last for a very long time.
Growing the company to its current
size required investments running into
several millions, which were financed
with a mixture of equity capital and
funds provided by Rabobank in its
capacity as the company’s main bank.
Because the firm has always had a

consistently strong solvency ratio, Cees
Dekker cannot recall the bank ever
refusing a loan. So the company never
seriously considered raising external
capital in any other way. Yet nor did it
exclude that possibility as a matter of
principle. Dekker: “Of course it may
well be something we consider in the
future, if, for example, the bank is not
prepared to extend further credit. We
can only see a couple of years ahead in
this respect. But we will only bring in a
minority shareholder. I won’t be seeking
an investor who wants a say in the future
direction of the company.”

Two hats
Cees Dekker is the youngest of the
founder’s four sons who were originally
all shareholders. Two of the brothers
were bought out in 1990, but will
continue to work for the company until
they retire. The other shareholder was
also actively involved until he retired.
Co-director Hans Durieux hails from
Syngenta, a listed agribusiness corporation. Appointed in 2006 to help
guide the company’s rapid international
expansion, Hans attends the quarterly

shareholders’ meeting together with the
members of an Advisory Committee
who provide mostly financial expertise.
The committee serves mainly as a sounding board and sparring partner for the
executive directors, who make important
strategic decisions in consultation with
the shareholders. The fact that Cees
Dekker wears two hats at these meetings
rarely leads to a conflict of interests. “As
a shareholder you are not only concerned

With ‘Madiba’ Dekker
Chrysanten revolutionised
the chrysanthemum
industry
with ownership. There is also the
question of what you have the courage
to invest in. As a family company we
are far more inclined to confer across
the board. We have a common objective and together we work out how to
achieve it. We always operate from a
strong sense of ‘us’. In fact this applies
throughout the organisation.”
Shareholders or not, the three brothers
who are still actively involved in the
company meet regularly on Saturday

Expansion of a global player
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1962

1990

1992

1993

2005

2015

Foundation
Dekker
Chrysanten

Buy-out brothers
as stakeholders

Acquisition
of Hilvo, Noordwijkerhout

Introduction
Vesuvio, first
commercial
Dekker variety

Launch of
Madiba, world
premiere

430,000 m2
greenhouses

morning and walk through the greenhouses together. As they wander along
the concrete paths they discuss current
operational matters and formulate plans
for the future. No formal decisions
are made but they are all free to make
suggestions.

Critical acquisition
Just a few decades ago Dekker had
a single greenhouse of cut flowers.
Its greenhouses now cover an area of
almost 430,000 m². This was largely
achieved through organic growth, with
the exception of a single acquisition in
1992, when Dekker took over a rival
firm of the same size in Noordwijkerhout. Dekker: “They were of interest
to us as a merger partner not so much
because of their varieties but because of
their customers. The fact that our organisation suddenly doubled in size made
it easier for us to start breeding, which
was a big step. Looking back it turned

As a family company we
confer across the board.
We have a common objective and together we work
out how to achieve it
out to be a critical acquisition, because
the increase in our cash flow enabled us
to finance new investments.”
According to Dekker, shortly after
that, a wave of mergers left just a few
major players in the plant propagation
industry. Dekker: “At that point you
might want to make an acquisition,
but there has to be something left for
you to acquire.”
“At the moment there are no obvious
acquisition candidates,” says Durieux.
“Worldwide there are probably fewer
than ten companies in our league and in
the Netherlands we are among the top

Dekker Chrysanten’s Cees Dekker (l.) and Hans Durieux

three. We would definitely consider an
acquisition if there was a solid fit with
our business. We would be unlikely to
invest in a plant propagation business in
Japan, for example, because it is a very
conservative market where there is little
innovation in terms of new varieties.”
When asked whether, as a (relative)
outsider, he has ever found it difficult
to deal with the Dekker family as a
shareholder, Durieux says: “Quite the
reverse. The fact that decisions can be
made rapidly without having to refer to
a raft of committees and seek approval from the higher echelons of the
company makes everything so much
easier. Cees and the other members of
the family understand all aspects of the
business better than anyone else. I’m
dealing with people who know what
they’re talking about, not calculating
shareholders who always have one eye
on their investment, or managers with
a background in another industry who
might well be capable but simply apply
the management theories they learnt
during their MBA.”
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Sticking machines insert the fragile cuttings in potting blocks

Gut feeling
Durieux is firmly convinced that family
businesses are generally more innovative.
“My previous employer was a large
corporation where the thinking was
dictated by the system. It was a case of
one plus one equals two, or sometimes
three as a best case scenario. But here
there is a willingness to pursue real
exploration and experimentation. I
think family businesses are prepared
to take relatively greater risks than
listed companies.
“While many companies adopt a
‘string-of-pearls and cost-cutting’
approach to doing business, Dekker
sometimes makes investments even
though, strictly speaking, it is impossible to present a compelling business
case on paper,” says Durieux. However,
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when the improvement in quality is
visible a year or so later, the company
is able to charge more for its products.
Dekker: “Then, all of a sudden, the

Family businesses are
prepared to take
relatively greater risks
than listed companies.
investment is profitable and you are
glad you had the courage to follow your
gut feeling. Of course we occasionally
get it wrong, but more often than not
we find that it is impossible to calculate
the positive side effects of every investment in advance. Sometimes you simply
have to plunge in and see what happens.”

Highly innovative
When it comes to technological
innovation Dekker Chrysanten has a
reputation to uphold. The company
leads the industry in business process
automation, IT and energy supply (the
first combined heat and power (CHP)
system used in the horticulture sector
was installed in Hensbroek in 1974).
The company has also filed several
patents. Many of the innovations are
conceived by Cees Dekker himself,
including the plastic strips that make it
possible for the cuttings to be processed
by machines. Dekker Chrysanten is
currently the only company in the
sector that has a fully automated
production process. Innovation is
key factor in the floriculture and
horticulture sectors and it develops very
rapidly. Dekker is now introducing
radio-frequency identification (RFID)
tags, which are attached to each tray
of cuttings. Dekker: “Some of what
we do is truly innovative. But a lot of
the time we simply combine existing
technologies to create ingenious
solutions that work to our advantage.”

world of

metres
The 3D printing
market is set
to soar

Revenues 3D printing
2013 $ 2,450,000,000 2014 $ 3,600,000,000

Source: Canalys

Number of 3D prints
2013 80,000 pieces 2014 130,000 pieces

Outlook value increase
2014 $ 4,000,000,000 2017 $ 12,000,000,000
2015 $ 5,000,000,000 2018 $ 15,500,000,000
2016 $ 7,500,000,000 2019 $ 20,500,000,000
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An impressive
track record

At the beginning of this year NPM Capital signed a five-year sponsorship agreement with Nyenrode Business University. In doing so, it
became one of three sponsors of the Baker Tilly Berk Chair of Family
Business and Business Transfer. According to Head of Faculty, Roberto
H. Flören, the move is consistent with a growing appreciation of
family businesses as a relatively crisis-resistant form of enterprise.

You started conducting research on
family businesses back in 1992. What
has been happening in this area in the
last two decades?
“When the chair was first established,
family businesses did not have a particularly good image. They were perceived as
‘stuffy’, ‘lethargic’ and ‘unsexy’. Let me put
it this way: my students had no intention
of working for a family firm. Since then
this image has clearly changed for the
better, partly because family businesses have become more professional and
also because social perceptions have
changed. Up until around 2000 the
main focus was on maximising value for
shareholders. The motto was: grow the
business as quickly as possible, float the
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company as soon as possible and dividend
is king. Then there were scandals involving
large companies such as Enron and
Ahold followed by a series of international financial crises. And at that point it
became apparent that family businesses
had continued to do pretty well. Though
they were affected by these developments,
they kept operating and were less likely
to go under. It appeared to be a form
of enterprise that was relatively crisisresistant. This combined with their
increased professionalism led to
growing appreciation of the merits
of family businesses.”

The Family Business Chair has been
sponsored since 2002. Are you free to
determine the direction of the research
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Roberto H. Flören was born and raised in a family enterprise.
Partly because of this, he became interested in the issues
surrounding succession planning in family enterprises, the
main topic of the Ph.D he received in 2002. As of 2002 he is
responsible for the family enterprises research program at
Nyenrode University. Flören has written many (international)
publications on family businesses and regularly gives key
notes on this topic. Besides, he is a columnist, he teaches
Entrepreneurship at Nyenrode and he is a member of the
Supervisory Board of Breman Topholding in Genemuiden.

programme? Or do you have to
answer to your sponsors?
“At Nyenrode we tend to conduct
research in collaboration with the
corporate sector and other stakeholders because, unlike other
universities, we do not receive any
government subsidies. And we
always try to negotiate long-term
agreements because this helps to
ensure the stability of the research
programmes.
We usually start by mentioning
developments we consider to be
important and issues we want to
research and then discuss these
with our sponsors. In other words,
we don’t decide what we are going
to research from an ivory tower:
we seek research areas with
outcomes that will be of interest
to both academia and business
practice. In fact, I see this as the
key benefit of the Nyenrode model:
we are able to build a bridge
between theory and practice.
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Of course sometimes this is
easier than others. Our most
recent research on good
governance was of widespread
interest as an important subject
on which very little research had
been done specifically in relation
to family firms. However, at the
end of this year we will present
research findings on the extent to
which family businesses use their
status as a separate entity in their
marketing. Some family businesses
choose to emphasise this in their
customer and labour market
communications, others choose not
to. To begin with our sponsors were
hesitant, but once we embarked on
the research the entrepreneurs we
spoke to were very enthusiastic.
It turned out to be a real issue for
many companies.”

What can NPM Capital contribute
to the chair?
“NPM Capital has a natural affinity
with family firms. Besides being
a subsidiary of SHV, one of the
largest family-owned businesses
in the Netherlands, the company
also has an impressive track
record when it comes to investing
in family businesses for many
years. We hope to benefit from the
experience and insight gained in
the process.”

You mentioned that family
businesses have become more
professional. In what respect?
“It is no longer taken for granted
that children will go into the
business: family firms are now
more often inclined to appoint
non-family members as senior
executives. And if a son or

The strength of the
Nyenrode model is
that we are able to
bridge the gap
between science
and practice
daughter does go into the
business they are usually far more
highly educated than the members
of the previous generation and
will adopt a far more modern
management and communication
style. Recent research has shown
that family businesses are also
increasingly professional in terms
of their governance, although
they still lag behind the rest of the
corporate sector in this respect.
And lastly there is a cautious trend
towards not financing all business
activities exclusively out of their

own equity, but to also use other forms of financing.
In other words, things are changing. Family firms are
becoming more like non-family firms in many respects.
Yet, at the same time, they remain very different
because of their respect for certain traditions or strong
ties with the region for example.”

It is no longer taken for
granted that children will go
into the business: family firms
are now more often inclined to
appoint non-family members
as senior executives
In an article in this issue of Capital the director of
a family ﬁrm says family businesses are prepared to
take relatively greater risks than listed companies. Is
this true in your experience?
“Very much so! That’s why, in the long term, family
businesses are more successful and more profitable
than non-family businesses. And this applies throughout

the world. You can look at it this way: most listed
companies stand to gain from issuing a stable stream
of dividends. Family firms can be far more flexible in this
respect. They can make investments that will only pay off
in the long term, at which point they will really pay off. It
is easier to explain something like this to a small group
of highly committed shareholders, than to convince a
meeting of 300 shareholders at a prestigious venue
such as the Beurs van Berlage. This means that family
firms can often invest more in innovation and high-risk
products, whereas these kind of risks cannot be justified
in the standard spreadsheets of listed companies.”

And one last question: what research topics do you
have on your wish list for the next few years?
“We want to look more closely at the role of so-called
passive shareholders, by which I mean family members
who hold shares in the company without being actively
involved. What is to prevent them from becoming
estranged from the business to the point where
they are only interested in the dividend just like any
ordinary shareholder? Sometimes, after two or three
generations, there are 30 shareholders: how do you
effectively manage such process? We have noticed a
considerable need for research on this subject.”

Further reading
Silver platter or ball and chain? (Dutch)
succession in family enterprises
In family enterprises there is relatively little attention for succession.The
outer world often thinks that everything is already arranged for successors,
but just as often successors have to deal with a lot of challenges. In this
book, experts and successors explain why this is often the case.
van Zwol, J., Flören, R.H. (2010)

The silent power of the family enterprise (Dutch)
Family enterprises are more successful than ‘regular’ enterprises.They
perform better ﬁnancially, they also exist longer and there is a strong
loyalty between enterprise and employees.This book shows that successful
family businesses are capable to combine entrepreneurship, management
and paternalism.
Flören, R.H., Jansen, S.F. (2010)
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Innovation
is rolling
the dice
36

Whether or not innovation occurs is determined not
by technology but by human use, says Utrecht-based
Professor of Innovation Sciences Koen Frenken. “We
are now witnessing changes in the infrastructure
as a whole: sectors and technologies are being
integrated and this is giving rise to new forms of social
intercourse. We have come to regard this as more or
less normal and no one really objects.”

How do you define innovation?
“When I ask my first-year students that
question, they usually say something
along the lines of ‘an innovation is a
successful invention’. This is true as far
as it goes, but I tend to adopt a more
sociological view of innovation. As far as
I am concerned, an innovation introduces
a new social practice. Something only
qualifies as an innovation once it has
become ‘the new normal’. The advantage
of this perspective is that it acknowledges
several aspects that are usually overlooked
when talking about innovation. Firstly,
that successful innovation depends not
so much on an artefact, but on a practice.
Those who equate a technology, product
or device with innovation forget that the
device will only work if the practice that
surrounds it also adapts. At that point
the device often adapts in response to
practice, with the introduction of a new
design and/or new options for example.
In other words, there is a continuous
process of people adapting to devices and
devices being adapted to people’s needs
and preferences. Secondly, a sociological
definition also acknowledges that the
success of an innovation is determined not
only by the extent of its usefulness to an
individual, but also by the extent to which
it is accepted by our social environment.

And lastly a sociological definition also
makes it clear that services can be just as
innovative as products.”
So would it be right to say that, in
your view, the innovativeness of
a product or service can only be
discerned in retrospect?
“Yes, and there are two reasons for
this. Firstly, it is only possible to tell in
retrospect if something has become a
dominant practice. And secondly, the
radicalness of an innovation is rarely fully
apparent at the outset. As a concept, the
online lodging marketplace Airbnb is a
radical innovation, yet it started out as
a temporary website for delegates at a
conference. It might have remained an
isolated initiative, but the people who
came up with the idea thought ‘Why
not set up such a website for all future
conferences?’ From there it was only a
small step to regard homes throughout
the world as one large hotel.”
Yet wouldn’t you say that the smartphone was a radical innovation
from the start?
“The combination of mobile telephone
and internet services in a single device
is definitely a radical innovation. The
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Who is Koen Frenken?
Koen Frenken (1972) is Professor
of Innovation Sciences at Utrecht
University. His theoretical interests
include knowledge production and
technological development from an
evolutionary perspective. He is the
author of the book Innovation, Evolution
and Complexity Theory. Frenken is also
a member of the committee responsible
for the Complexity research programme
of the Netherlands Organisation for
Scientific Research (NWO).

concept was actually introduced by
BlackBerry. Yet in optimising their devices
around email, with QWERTY keyboards
and complex security protocols, they
backed the wrong technology. When
smartphones penetrated the mass market,
it became clear that, rather than using
email, most people prefer to connect virtually on Facebook or through WhatsApp.
So it wasn’t long before BlackBerry found
itself marginalised, which again just goes
to show that it is not the artefact but the
use of it that determines whether or not
an innovation is successful.”
This raises the question as to
whether ‘targeted innovation’ is
actually possible. No one really has
any control over the ultimate use
of a new product or new service.
Does this mean that innovation is
little more than a gamble?
“I think it is important to make a distinction between incremental innovations
and radical innovations. Incremental
innovations build on something that
already exists, which is improved step
by step. It is possible to plan these kinds
of innovations. This is how companies
that are ahead of the game, such as the
German automotive manufacturers for
example, manage to stay ahead. But when
it comes to radical innovations, which
introduce a completely new product
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that is not necessarily consistent with
current social practice, it is indeed the
case that established players have as much

Airbnb started as a
temporary website for
a conference
or as little chance of success as anyone
else. That’s why companies that excel at
incremental innovation often refrain from
investing in radical innovation and opt
instead to acquire smaller companies that
do. They only step in when it’s time to
scale up, because that’s what they’re good
at: deploying technology on a large scale.
I think Shell is deliberately waiting for the
development of solar and wind technologies to reach a point that will allow it to
use its engineering and financial skills to
add real value. Its core competency lies in
scaling up and operating on a large scale,
not in radical innovation.”
Yet it seems that some large groups
manage to introduce radical innovations. What about the Philips
NatLab R&D facility, which developed the CD among other things?
“It’s true that many new technologies are
developed and patented by the Philips
R&D division. But many of these technol-

ogies are sold or licensed to other parties.
There is a global market for knowledge
and this is an area in which Philips is very
active. There are companies that simply
take out patents and sell new technology
without ever launching a product. Some
people think NatLab should separate from
Philips and become such a company. The
fact is, in the past Philips has not always
proved itself to be the most capable player
when it comes to turning an innovation
into a market success. The technology
behind TomTom was developed by Philips,
but the company didn’t really know
what to do with it. Philips has stopped
growing because, despite its ample financial resources and knowledge, it finds it
difficult to enter new product markets. I
suspect that Philips will ultimately end up
specialising in medical technology. By way
of contrast, the development of Google
is far more difficult to predict. As a monopolist in data technology, it can create
connections between all kinds of things.
Google might well become the largest and
most powerful company in the history of
humanity.”
It sounds as if innovation is something one cannot argue with. Do
you think innovation is always an
improvement?
“I always pay close attention to the
language used in the media when people
are talking about innovation. Some parties
use the word ‘innovation’ as a marketing

Services can be
just as innovative as
products
term. The transport app company Uber
is a good example. In my view it is really
just a taxi service, yet it calls itself a
‘technology company’. In other words,
if it is questionable whether its services
are legal, it has to describe them as

innovative because new is always better.
Certain politicians convey this message
literally. Their motto is ‘How can you
argue with innovation?’ But whether Uber
is actually ‘innovative’ is open to debate.
The company also promotes its uberPOP

Google might well
become the largest
and most powerful
company in the
history of humanity
service as environmentally friendly
because it allows people to dispense with
their own vehicle and use cheap taxis
instead. But whether cheap taxis can
compete with alternatives such as bikes
and public transport for example remains
to be seen.”
Are we getting increasingly used to
the idea of innovation?
“Yes. We have become increasingly
accustomed to the appearance of new
innovations in our lives. And I think we
accept the consequences faster than we
would have done a century ago. Even if
the consequences have an unprecedented
impact on our lives because they affect
the way we communicate with each
other, infringe on our privacy and even
change the way our democracy works. In
a matter of decades we have progressed
from the automation of specific tasks,
such as sorting the post, to the digitisation of entire supply chains, which has
given us e-commerce. Now we are witnessing changes in the infrastructure as a
whole: sectors and technologies are being
integrated and this is giving rise to new
forms of social intercourse. We have come
to regard this as more or less normal and
no one really objects.”

Once a sufficient number of users have
embraced an innovation, a ‘tipping point’ arises

Investors and the
‘tipping point’
According to Frenken, many innovations are initially used in
specific niche environments, such as aerospace and military
applications. If they then become commercially available, first
they have to compete with the dominant technologies. However,
once a sufficient number of users have embraced an innovation,
there is a ‘tipping point’ that creates self-reinforcing momentum
as the growing number of users inspire others to do likewise.
This makes the technology more widely available and leads to
the development of new services, which makes the technology
even more attractive to more new users, and so on. Frenken:
“This is precisely why investors in Silicon Valley sometimes
continue to invest in companies that operate at a loss for years.
Based on past experience, they persist in the hope that sooner
or later there will be a tipping point. From then on the achievement of a dominant market position is simply a matter of time.
If it weren’t for investors being prepared to take a risk, many
potential innovations wouldn’t stand a chance.”
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The Capital of ... Robotics
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Silicon Valley is generally
thought of as the internet
and computer technology
capital of the world –
though many initiates
might argue that Seoul now
holds better cards. Be that
as it may, many of the
robotics and computer
applications that will
radically change the way we
work are being developed
in the American city of
Boston where the robotics
industry is booming. In the
labs of start-ups and
universities such as MIT,
Boston University and
Harvard, teams are hard at
work designing robots for
offices, hospitals and the
construction industry
among others. The engineering and robotics design
agency Boston Dynamics,
which advises organisations
such as the US army, navy,
marine corps and defence
department (DARPA) and
companies such as Sony
Corporation, is being
commissioned to develop
robots with unprecedented
capabilities, such as
rough-terrain robots that
can carry heavy loads. And
the timetable at the Eliot
Innovation School in the
historic centre of Boston
includes daily robotics
lessons that teach children
between the ages of 4 and
14 to think in algorithms so
as to prepare them for the
high-tech society of the
future and the workplaces
of tomorrow.
Sources: VPRO Tegenlicht/Boston Dynamics/want.nl
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Johan Terpstra (l.) and
Paul Hesselink work closely
on the growth of Kiwa

Teamwork
The international Testing, Inspection and Certification (TIC) market is huge. It is
also highly fragmented into submarkets. This makes it one big emporium for a
company with an ambitious buy-and-build strategy such as Kiwa. Having spent
12 months focusing on consolidation and integration, at the beginning of this
year Kiwa made another big acquisition when it bought the Finnish company
Inspecta. Paul Hesselink, CEO of Kiwa, and Johan Terpstra, investment director
at NPM Capital, look back on a hectic period. “At a certain point my girlfriend
asked me whether I had a relationship with her or with Paul.”

There didn’t seem to be happening much at
Kiwa for a while…
Hesselink: “That’s right. At the end of
2013 we had completed 25 acquisitions in a period of four years. At that
point we needed to stop and take stock
and concentrate on integrating and
consolidating. So in 2014 we gave ourselves a year to establish a new structure. We integrated a number of business
units, sold off activities that we felt
other players could do more with and
discontinued activities for which there
was no longer a market. And, last but
not least, we built a new information
system, which will be implemented
at the end of 2015. So we certainly
weren’t sitting around doing nothing.
It was more a case of regrouping and
restructuring before moving forward.”
Terpstra: “It also gave us the opportunity to re-examine the strategy. Kiwa and
its sister company Shield have grown
enormously in recent years through

what I call a ‘string of pearls’ approach.
It’s an approach that works but it requires tremendous effort. So in 2015
we wanted to see if we could pull off a
game changer by acquiring an organisation that was more or less the same

Kiwa and its sister
company Shield have
grown enormously in recent
years through what I call a
‘string of pearls’ approach
size as Kiwa. But first you have to create
a suitable platform before you can take
the next step.”
Hesselink: “We wanted to continue
to operate as a flat organisation but
because Kiwa had grown so rapidly,
there were more and more reporting
lines to a very small board of directors.

This was something we needed to
address. We now have three ‘service
lines’: hazardous substances (such as
asbestos), certification and knowledge
transfer, or, to use our terms, Compliance, Assurance and Information.
Each of these service lines has its own
executive vice-president with a seat on
the executive council, together with the
members of the executive board. We
developed this structure together with
NPM Capital, and I have to say it was a
very harmonious process. You could call
it strategic thinking with your feet up.”
The acquisition of Inspecta was a certainly
worthy challenge. Kiwa suddenly became a
company with 4,000 specialists operating in
27 countries. How do you ensure that a process
such as this runs smoothly?
Hesselink: “We had known Inspecta for
a long time. The acquisition opportunity arose in the autumn of 2014
and the process gained momentum in
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February 2015. The vendor, 3i, gave
us five weeks to arrange the financing
and complete the acquisition. That often
meant working long hours and conducting frenzied teleconferences with
25 people at three in the morning in
order to gain a clear understanding of
the legal details. The time pressure was
very intense. Neither of us got much
sleep during the months of March and
April. There certainly wasn’t any time
to enjoy life.”
Terpstra: “Some days I would get home
just as my neighbour was leaving for
work. At a certain point my girlfriend
asked me whether I had a relationship
with her or with Paul.”

we are considering an acquisition: we
want to see how the company is doing
with our own eyes. We want to gauge
the atmosphere and get a sense of the
mindset of the middle management,
because these are the people that will
have to work with you and for you. I
want to know what makes them tick.
I also want them to know what makes
us tick. The only way to find out is to
visit the lab together and then go for
a drink in the bar. Then you usually
see through the façade pretty quickly.

You want to get a feel for
the management team
and the culture, not a
PowerPoint presentation
You learn what motivates people and
what they’re in it for. Are they going to
take the money and run the moment
the money is on the table, or are we
really going to work together to build
something? You get a sense of this by

Paul Hesselink, CEO Kiwa

Hesselink: “We also went on a trip to
Scandinavia to visit the companies and
meet Inspecta’s second- and thirdtier management staff on site. This is
something we always do whenever
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wandering around behind the scenes.”
Terpstra: “Funnily enough, we did
exactly the same thing before we
acquired Kiwa. We met face to face
with all of the country office managers,

without exception, to get a sense of
how the underlying organisation was
run. No matter how impressive they
are, slick management presentations
don’t really tell you anything. You want
to get a feel for the management team
and the culture, not a PowerPoint
presentation.”
Hesselink: “Trust is a fundamental
component of our management
philosophy and corporate culture.
Hierarchical systems assume that
it is better to monitor than to trust
each other. Our approach is based
primarily on trust with a little bit of
appropriate monitoring. Yet this only
works if there is a cultural fit with
the acquired management team. The
organisation is important, but the
people are the deciding factor: they
are the ones who have to do it with
you and for you. In terms of being
able to sleep at night, the people are
more important than the organisation.
Especially when you’re dealing with
an organisation as big as Inspecta,
which is also a long way away.”
Have you ever abandoned a deal on this basis?
Hesselink: “Absolutely! We abandoned
an acquisition on two occasions because
we decided that it wouldn’t work with
the management. And sometimes we
thought it would work and found out
we were wrong. We would take over a
business built up by the owner, keep
him on as director and then find out
that he couldn’t negotiate the curve
because he couldn’t adjust to a different way of doing things. Or there
might be a son or daughter on board
who was not that capable, but they
were taken on as part of the deal. Fortunately we haven’t experienced these
kinds of dramas very often. Things
usually work out well.”

How would you describe the relationship
between NPM and Kiwa?
Hesselink: “I’d say they give us a free
hand because they trust us. We’re in
touch on a regular basis and find it
very easy to work together.”
Terpstra: “We both say what we think
and appreciate the arguments presented
by the other side. We are both there
to be constructive. We don’t want
to hinder each other; we simply
want to make the most effective
decisions. There is no hierarchy in
our discussions in this respect. As an
investor we respect the management’s
knowledge of the market and its view
of how the company should embark
on the next stage in its development.
We serve more as a sounding board

It only works with a
transparent relationship
based on trust
than as co-entrepreneurs. NPM
is a relatively small company: we
will never be able to do what the
management can do. Their knowledge
of the business far exceeds ours. So,
for the relationship to work, it has to
be a transparent relationship based
on trust.”
Hesselink: “We look for a cultural
fit with the companies we acquire.
We looked for the same kind of fit a Dutch organisation with an open
culture - when we teamed up with
NPM three years ago. I guess the fact

that we are still able to exchange
friendly insults speaks for itself.”
Will there come a point when Kiwa is too big
for NPM?
Hesselink: “That’s a long way off. Four
thousand employees might sound
big, but our largest competitor, SGS,
employs 85,000 people worldwide. We
are currently about 20th in the world.
The top 25 TIC companies account for
just a third of market sales. The remainder
of the market is accounted for by small
national players. With the market being
so fragmented there is ample potential
for both organic growth and expansion
through buy-and-build strategies. So
we were delighted when we heard
that NPM wanted to place more
emphasis on growth platforms. I got
straight on the phone to Johan and
said “We have some interesting ideas
for growth platforms.”
Terpstra: “As far as we are concerned
it makes sense for us to keep investing
in Kiwa. If a company in your
portfolio is successful and you know
the management team and the market
potential, the logical course of action
is to grow it. What do we stand to gain
by selling our investment in Kiwa and
embarking on a new adventure which
involves starting all over again? To pull
off an international buy-and-build
strategy we need the management’s
knowledge of the industry. We are
not in a position to make direct
acquisitions in a country such as
Germany for example. We don’t know
the network, we don’t know the
market, and we don’t know the people.

Johan Terpstra, Investment Director NPM Capital

But the Kiwa management team knows
exactly what is going on in the
German market. They make it happen
for us.”
Hesselink: “We see this as a motion
of trust by our investor. When we
were dealing with this latest complex
acquisition, it was certainly not a
case of ‘We provide the brains, they
provide the money’. The fact that
NPM has considerable experience
of managing very large transactions
involving many legal subtleties and
parallel refinancing is very much
to our advantage. That was the nice
thing about it. It was real teamwork.”

Kiwa & NPM
Investment
as of

2011

Interest
NPM

Number of
acquisitions

65%

25

Objective NPM:
Contributing to the growth of Kiwa as
an independent, robust and versatile
European quality company, as a
long-term shareholder
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Operational Excellence

The art of
Balancing
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Improving performance from one day to the next. This is the shortest possible
definition of operational excellence, at least according to Ton Kraak, CEO of
Dieseko. His view of quality can be summed up in four keywords.
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Pragmatic
“I tell everyone in this company
we have to strive to do better
from one day to the next. As far
as I’m concerned, operational
excellence is a matter of sheer
determination, adopting the
attitude of a winner. This is the
best way to stay ahead of the
competition. I admit that this is
a very pragmatic approach, but
our organisation is not yet big
enough for us to roll out all kinds
of Lean Six Sigma programmes
and train managers as Black
Belts. To be honest, I think we’re
too down to earth for all that.
Let me put it this way, when
we’re generating revenues of
€ 400 million, we may well find
that given the complexity of our
processes and the number of
production sites we have no
choice. At that point we can
engage a very capable COO and
start implementing operational
excellence procedures by the
book. But my gut feeling tells me
that it’s also possible for us to
achieve operational excellence at
this stage.”
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“As a company we are in a state
of transition. Fortunately we have
an investor who takes a longterm view. We don’t really meet
NPM’s investment criteria in
terms of size, but, with so many
opportunities for acquisitions in
the market in which we operate,
it is only a matter of time.
However, we do have to be able
to manage the acquisitions we
make so it is helpful to be able
to discuss this with our investor.
For one thing is certain, if we
pursue growth at the expense of
quality, we will quickly be out of
business. The businesses that
invest in the capital equipment
we supply expect the equipment
to work at all times and under all
circumstances. The infrastructure
construction processes that
involve the use of our equipment
tend to be done at the start
of a project. Delays caused
by equipment failure at the
outset have a knock-on effect
throughout the project. This is
why we have a large international
service network, which gives
us an advantage over our
competitors. In my view, our
ability to maintain the constantly
changing focus required to
strike a balance between growth
and ongoing business, local
production and international
service, is the real measure of
the quality of our company.”

Balance

Mistakes
“Dieseko was born out of a
merger in 2008. One of the
companies was based in
Amsterdam the other was based
in Rotterdam. It took time and
effort to integrate the two cultures,
especially since we were also
confronted with a sharp decline
in sales, which was triggered by
the crisis. Since 2011, we have
been gaining ground. We now
have a great product portfolio that
enables us to serve the global
market and with NPM having
joined us in 2013 we also have a
shareholder who can advise us
on how to achieve international
growth. This does not alter the
fact that we still have a lot of
work to do internally, especially
in terms of cost-price and quality
optimisation. The organisation
as a whole and the management
in particular is aware of this. We
hold each other accountable
for problems and mistakes and
discuss how we can prevent
them from happening again. We
also monitor and analyse our
processes as part of our sixmonthly ISO audit. But, more
importantly, we make a point of
learning from our mistakes.”

“One of the main tenets of the
Dieseko DNA is ‘rolling up one’s
sleeves and getting on with it’.
This works well up to a point.
But with the professionalisation
of many aspects of our operation
in recent years, simply ‘rolling
up one’s sleeves’ is not always
enough. People sometimes fail to
make the grade. Where possible
we try to resolve this by means
of internal redeployment in order
to keep valuable knowledge
within the company. Our current
management team is on a steep
learning curve and we are also
increasing our management
capacity – not because I am
especially fond of managers, but
because the company is growing
so rapidly that we need more
managerial capacity to ensure that
everything runs smoothly. Given
our current growth rate and the
speed of acquisitions we don’t
have time to adopt an evolutionary
approach. Take our most recent
acquisition, PVE Piling & Drilling
Rigs (PDR). We literally shoved
their complete back office into
our systems in one go. All of our
accounting, logistics, production,
assembly, training and supervision
processes suddenly had to be
able to cope with an additional
€ 20 million in revenues. A lot of
people found this challenging. It
was apparent from the way people
were communicating with each
other. Now and again I would
have to call two managers into
my office to iron out difficulties
in order to prevent consternation
and irritation.”

About
Dieseko
CEO: 			
Activities: 		
Net revenues: 		
Head office: 		
Website: 		
Portfolio company since:
NPM interest: 		

Ton Kraak
Manufacture of vibro equipment,
power units and related products
€ 70 million
Sliedrecht
diesekogroup.com
2013
65%

Growth
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The world of NPM
NPM Capital is an independent investment company that provides growth capital to medium-sized and large
enterprises that are based in the Benelux. It is an investment partner of entrepreneurs and management teams
with expertise and experience, financial capacity and a comprehensive network. A focus on improving
operational processes, e-commerce and sustainability leads to the creation of business and shareholder value.
As an active shareholder, NPM Capital is committed for an unlimited period, as long as the development phase
lasts and as far as it extends. This flexible investment horizon offers space for value to be created and the NPM
Capital investment partner is ideal for family companies, buyouts and buy & build scenarios.
NPM Capital has over 65 years of experience in the provision of risk capital. The portfolio currently comprises
30 portfolio companies which are active in a range of sectors, from the manufacturing industry, food industry
and offshore to e-business and healthcare. Common to all of these, however, is a clear growth or development
strategy, highly motivated management and a sustainable competitive position.

SHV
SHV is a privately-held family company which aims to maintain its strong position in a number of operational
activities and selected investment activities. SHV, based in the Netherlands, is present in 62 countries on all
continents and employs approximately 60,000 people. SHV’s entrepreneurship is reflected in its range of
decentralised operations, which are active in energy distribution (SHV Energy), cash-and-carry wholesale
(Makro), heavy lifting and transport activities (Mammoet), industrial services (ERIKS) and animal nutrition
and fish feed (Nutreco). As an investor, SHV is involved in the exploration, development and production of oil
and gas, primarily in the North Sea (Dyas), and in providing private equity to companies in the Benelux
(NPM Capital). SHV invests for the long term, expanding and developing businesses and providing its
customers with excellent products and services, which add value. It achieves all this thanks to a team of people
who are proud to be part of SHV.
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